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TECHNICAL RIDER - SOUND 
 
DRIVER x2 are a five piece rock & roll band comprising drums, bass and 3 
guitars with 4 vocals across the front. We require 5 monitors and 5 onstage 
power outlets safe for use with sound. If the venue are providing backline 
we require a 5 piece drum kit and bass amp. All guitar amps will be 
provided by the band. 
 
REQUIREMENTS  
4x Vocal mics (SM58) 
3x boomed mic stands 
1x amp mic (SM57 or similar) 
7x drum mics (see channel list below) 
1x DI for bass 
5x foldback monitors with separate sends 
5x onstage power outlets 
 
BAND PROVIDES 
1x Tube preamp for guitar with XLR out (stage right) 
1x Monitoring guitar amp (stage right)  
1x Vox AC 30 (stage left) 
1x Bass amp (unless otherwise arranged) 
1x Five piece drum kit (unless otherwise arranged) 
 
 
CHANNEL LIST: 
 

Channel  Instrument  mic/DI  Notes 

1  Kick drum (Sean)  mic  D112 or similar 

2  Snare (Sean)  mic  C418 or similar 

3  Rack tom L (Sean)  mic  B56A or similar 

4  Rack tom R (Sean)  mic  B56A or similar 

5  Floor tom (Sean)  mic  B56A or similar 

6  Overhead L (Sean)  mic  C451/430 or similar 

7  Overhead R (Sean)  mic  C451/430 or similar 

8  Bass (Paddy)  DI  Centre stage to left of drums. 
Bass amp. 

9  Guitar 1 (James)  DI  Own tube pre-amp stage right. 



10  Guitar 2 (Johnny)  mic  Stage left SM57 or similar for 
own Vox AC30 

11  Lead vocal (Caoimhe)  mic  SM58 centre  

12  Backing vocal (James)  mic  SM58 stage right 

13  Backing vocal (Johnny)  mic  SM58 stage left 

14  Backing vocal (Paddy)  mic  SM58  

 
GENERAL NOTES: 
 

Drums  The mic specs above apply to most large venues. Feel free to 
add a bottom snare mic and high-hat mic if you have them. In 
smaller venues a kick mic and snare mic only may suffice. 

Bass  Bass is predominantly Johnny (stage left) although 
occasionally played by Caoimhe (centre) and once by James 
(stage right) on the song FUGITIVES OF FAME  

Guitars  Main guitar is James (stage right). This is a Vox amp modeller 
run to FOH through a tube pre-amp with XLR out. The signal is 
split and sent to his onstage amp for monitoring. There is no 
need to mic this amp.  
 
Second guitar runs through a Vox AC30 (stage left). This is 
played by both Johnny (stage left) and Caoimhe (centre). The 
signal is split and sent to Caoimhe’s mic position. Her 
Telecaster and his Gibson SG are both plugged into the same 
amp throughout the show.   

Vocals  Caoimhe sings lead vocals. Ideally she would like a decent 
amount of large room reverb and a short stereo delay (almost 
slap back). In terms of EQ she prefers to bring down the high 
mids by about 6Db. 
 
James and Johnny’s vocal mics are mainly for backing vocals 
although James does sing lead in the song STRUGGLE UP. Please 
apply reverb and the same short stereo delay. 

Monitors  We require a minimum of five foldback monitors with separate 
sends: upstage centre (Sean/ drums), stage left (Johnny/ 
bass), stage right (James/ guitar) and downstage centre 
(Caoimhe/ lead vocal). 

 
 
We look forward to working with you soon. For all other queries please 
email hellodriverdriver@gmail.com or call James on 0877572782. 


